For Immediate Release

IMAGINiT Technologies Renames
IMAGINiT Clarity Product Line
FRAMINGHAM, MA ― December 16, 2013 — Rand Worldwide (OTCBB: RWWI), a global
leader in providing technology solutions to organizations with engineering design and
information technology requirements, today announced that its IMAGINiT Technologies
division has renamed its three IMAGINiT Clarity software products to better reflect their
impact on collaboration across the entire BIM team.
“Our customers often talk about their newfound ability to better connect with each other
and collaborate with their extended BIM team,” says Tim Johnson, senior vice president,
IMAGINiT Technologies. “In order to more closely align our product names with the value
our customers receive, we’ve changed the names of our product to represent the theme of
connecting.”
While the names have changed, the IMAGINiT Clarity product line continues to deliver on
the promise of helping BIM teams tackle their toughest challenges. New features for the
IMAGINiT Clarity product line, unveiled earlier this month at Autodesk University 2013,
further enhance secure team collaboration, automate manual tasks and offer highly
anticipated new features.
IMAGINiT Clarity is the platform product and works with Autodesk Revit. It is designed to
automate tasks such as printing, exporting, data sharing, data sheet generation and more.
In addition, it frees information contained in the building information model for reports and
data sheets that can be viewed and edited by assigned project participants regardless of
their Revit knowledge.
IMAGINiT Clarity Connect builds upon the IMAGINiT Clarity functionality and extends
Autodesk Revit Server capabilities to provide secure project-level sharing and collaboration
for multi-office and multi-firm projects.
IMAGINiT Clarity Connect LT also works on the Revit Server platform and provides the
same features as IMAGINiT Clarity Connect. It is an entry level solution for organizations
running one or two BIM projects simultaneously and that have 25 or fewer users.
About IMAGINiT Technologies
IMAGINiT Technologies, a division of Rand Worldwide, advances the way architects and
engineers design, develop, and manage projects. Customers of this leading professional
services and technology company include organizations in the building, infrastructure,
manufacturing and facilities management industries. Fortune 500 and Engineering News
Record’s Top 100 organizations work with IMAGINiT Technologies to gain competitive
advantages through expert technology consulting, implementation, training, and support
services. As one of the world’s largest integrators of Autodesk 3D design and engineering
software, the team leverages unrivalled industry experience to design systems that
accelerate innovation while improving project quality and profitability.
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Any and all trademarks making reference to or related to Rand Worldwide, IMAGINiT Technologies, ASCENT, Rand
Secure Archive, Rand Secure Data, or IMAGINiT Clarity, are registered and/or owned by Rand Worldwide, Inc.,
and/or its subsidiaries, affiliates, and/or other legal holders.
Autodesk, Revit and Revit Server are registered trademarks, or trademarks, of Autodesk, Inc., in the USA and/or
other countries. All other brand names, product names, or trademarks belong to their respective holders.
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